Investigation of recrystallization and stress relaxation in nanosecond laser annealed Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$/Si epilayers
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ABSTRACT

30 nm-thick pseudomorphic Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$ layers with Ge concentrations x ranging from 0 to 0.4 were submitted to Ultraviolet Nanosecond Laser Annealing (UV-NLA). The impact of UV-NLA on the various regimes and on the layer crystallinity was assessed for each Ge concentration. This study highlighted the existence of four annealing regimes, with notably a surface melt regime with isolated molten islands on the surface. The strain in the layer depended on the liquid/solid interface roughness and on the stored elastic energy in the layers. In the case of smooth liquid/solid interfaces, a limit for perfect recrystallization was estimated near 750 mJ/m$^2$.

1. Introduction

SiGe alloys have attracted much interest for decades, notably in the microelectronics industry. They are nowadays being used in many devices. Indeed, their compatibility with silicon devices enables to engineer properties such as strain, carrier mobilities and bandgap thanks to the higher hole mobility in Ge [1] and the relatively small lattice parameter discrepancy. One can for instance use SiGe:B sources and drains to compressively strain a pMOS channel, improving its electrical performances [2]. The continuous miniaturization of devices necessitates the formation of increasingly shallower source/drain (S/D) junctions with high dopant activation, however. As a consequence, the annealing process timescale becomes shorter and shorter [3,4]. Nanosecond Laser Annealing (NLA), which enables to reach higher dopants activation in Si [5–7] or Ge [8,9], is very promising from that point of view. Ultraviolet NLA (UV-NLA) can also be used for 3D Integration, as its short pulse duration and its short wavelength result in high anneal temperatures near the surface while keeping embedded layers at much lower temperatures [10–13].

Using this pulsed laser annealing technique for the formation of SiGe S/D already yielded promising results. Contact resistivity was improved in MOS devices thanks to the formation of a Ge-rich surface layer [14–18]. Indeed, when NLA is performed in the melt regime, there is a Ge surface enrichment because of the segregation of Ge during solidification [19–21]. There are however only a few studies on strain preservation and defects formation in these annealed layers, with disparate results obtained. The presence of defects or partial relaxation was highlighted in papers from Frangis et al. [22], Lombardo et al. [23] and Kociniewski et al. [24]. They associated the defects formation to the excess of Ge in the layers, with a Ge concentration threshold around 20 at.% above which relaxation occurs. Abelson et al. [25] results are consistent with these observations, with strained layers for Ge contents close to 13 at.% and 17 at.% However, Luong et al. [26] and Ong et al. [21,27] obtained strained layers with higher Ge contents. Ong et al. succeeded in having layers with a Ge concentration at 36 at.% which remained perfectly strained. In addition, our previous results on Si$_{0.8}$Ge$_{0.2}$ [28] showed that these layers could be partially relaxed or remained strained depending on the laser annealing regime (sub-melt, partial or full melt).

This paper therefore aims at proposing a unified understanding of SiGe relaxation upon UV-NLA, taking into account the annealing regime, the impact of Ge concentration and the initial layer characteristics.

2. Materials and methods

Pseudomorphic Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$ layers were grown on bulk Si (1 0 0) at 550 °C, 20 Torr, in a 300 mm Reduced Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (RPCVD) Epsilon 3200 tool from ASM. GeH$_4$ was the Ge gaseous precursor. Si$_2$H$_6$ (SiH$_4$) was used as the Si precursor for $x \leq 0.2$ ($x = 0.3$ and 0.4). Surface preparation prior to epitaxy consisted in a “HF-last” wet cleaning followed by an in-situ H$_2$ bake at 1100 °C. Two series of wafers were fabricated: the first one (named “30 nm series”) consisted in constant thickness (30 nm) Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$ layers with five
different Ge concentrations x: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. The second series (named "Si$_{0.7}$Ge$_{0.3}$ series") had constant Ge contents (x = 0.3), and three thicknesses: 20, 30 and 45 nm. UV-NLA was performed with a SCREEN-LT3100 tool based on a XeCl laser (308 nm wavelength) with a pulse duration around 146 ns (for the “30 nm series”) or 160 ns (for the “Si$_{0.7}$Ge$_{0.3}$ series”). 15 × 15 mm$^2$ fields were irradiated with laser energy densities ranging from 1.20 to 2.40 J/cm$^2$ (one laser pulse per location). Ranges were chosen to investigate the various annealing regimes, from sub-melt to full SiGe layer melt. The non-uniformity of the laser energy density was below 3% within each field of exposure. Similar laser anneal tests were performed on bulk Si for comparison purposes.

The melt threshold and the melt duration were estimated using in-situ Time-Resolved Reflectometry (TRR) measurements. The determination of the annealing regimes was performed by combining Haze measurements (i.e. light diffused in a non-specular fashion by the surface when shining a laser beam on it) in a SP2 tool from KLA Tencor (360 nm wavelength) with Ge depth profiles obtained by Energy Dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDX) in a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) or Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) in an ION TOF ToF-SIMS 5 system. Detection area of the SIMS measurements using Bi$^+$ ions was 70 × 70 µm$^2$. Additional information on the surface morphology was inferred from Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, Dimension FastScan system from Bruker, 10 × 10 µm$^2$ and 1 × 1 µm$^2$ scans). Meanwhile, the crystalline quality was assessed by high resolution X-Ray Diffraction (HR-XRD) for strain investigation and TEM for defect observation. For HR-XRD, Reciprocal Space Maps (RSM) were acquired around the (2 2 4) reflection with an X’Pert Pro PANalytical tool. The degree of relaxation was estimated using the method reported by Hartmann et al. [29]. Cross-sectional TEM observations (for defects and EDX analyses) were performed in TECNAI OSIRIS, JEOL JEM-ARM200F or JEOL JEM 2100F microscopes. Different imaging techniques were used, such as 2-beam Bright and Dark Field (BF and DF), High Resolution (HRTEM) and High Angle Annular Dark Field in Scanning TEM mode (STEM-HAADF). EDX measurements were performed in a JEOL JEM-ARM200F microscope equipped with a probe spherical aberration corrector and a Centurio-X detector.

3. Results and discussion
Regime determination is shown for 30 nm thick Si$_{0.6}$Ge$_{0.4}$ samples, and extended to all Ge concentrations and various thicknesses for comparison purposes.

3.1. Regimes determination

3.1.1. General observations
The melt threshold was first detected by in-situ Time-Resolved Reflectometry (TRR). As the liquid SiGe phase has a higher reflectivity than the solid SiGe phase, an abrupt increase in the signal intensity was observed when part of the layer melted [30]. A signal proportional to surface reflectivity was recorded as a function of time for each energy density and plotted in a color map, as shown in Fig. 1a, for a 30 nm-thick Si$_{0.6}$Ge$_{0.4}$ layer. In this plot, each horizontal line corresponds to the signal recorded during the laser anneal at a given energy density. It shows how its intensity evolves with time. All the signals were then stacked next to each other, showing the evolution with increasing energy density in the vertical axis. Individual signals for four selected laser energy densities are presented in Fig. 1b. At 1.25 J/cm$^2$, the slight signal bump between 200 and 400 ns is due to the heating of the solid (i.e. unmelted) SiGe layer. For energy densities equal or higher than 1.35 J/cm$^2$, a peak due to the emergence of the liquid phase is observed (cf. blue arrow in Fig. 1b). For this 30 nm-thick Si$_{0.6}$Ge$_{0.4}$ layer, the melt threshold is close to 1.35 J/cm$^2$ (cf. red dotted line in Fig. 1a). As the energy density increased, this peak became larger and more intense, indicating an increasing melt duration and a thicker liquid layer. Above 1.85 J/cm$^2$, the reflectivity signal intensity saturated because the liquid layer thickness exceeded the maximum depth probed by the laser ($\lambda = 635$ nm, incidence angle = 45°) used for TRR measurements. This plateau appears for silicon when the liquid layer is roughly 20 nm-thick [31]. Experimental results on SiGe have shown its appearance for melt depths around 21 nm. Partial and full SiGe layer melt regimes can be discriminated with Ge depth profiles: for instance, in the full melt regime, the melted layer is thicker than the initial SiGe layer. Ge atoms redistribution therefore occurs deeper than the original SiGe/Si interface. SIMS depth profiles are presented in Fig. 2 for 30 nm thick Si$_{0.6}$Ge$_{0.4}$ samples submitted to five laser energy densities corresponding to the dotted lines added on the TRR map in Fig. 1a. Close to the melt threshold, at 1.35 J/cm$^2$, the Ge profile remained identical to that of the non-annealed sample and showed no sign of Ge redistribution, with a Si/SiGe interface located at ~31 nm below the surface. Signs of melt and Ge segregation are clearly visible at 1.60 J/cm$^2$, with a small Ge depletion detected at a depth close to 10 nm and a higher Ge content near the surface. The Ge content remained unchanged at 39% for the lower and unmelted part of the layer. The sample annealed at 1.81 J/cm$^2$ showed similar results, with a higher melt depth and a more pronounced depletion. In both samples, the position of the Si/SiGe interface remained unchanged during the anneal, indicating that a partial melt of the SiGe layer occurred in this case. For 2.00 J/cm$^2$, the melt depth was close to the Si/SiGe interface,
while the segregation mechanism caused a progressive increase of the Ge content through the layer, similarly to the previous cases. Finally, at 2.20 J/cm², the Ge profile showed that Ge diffused beyond the initial SiGe epi-layer/Si interface, indicating that the full melt regime was reached: the full SiGe layer and part of the Si substrate underneath were melted. For this 30 nm-thick Si_{0.6}Ge_{0.4} layer, the limit for full melt is thus estimated between 2.00 and 2.20 J/cm².

STEM-HAADF micrographs for the 30 nm-thick Si_{0.6}Ge_{0.4} samples annealed at 1.81, 2.00 and 2.20 J/cm² are shown in Fig. 3. In the STEM-HAADF mode, the image becomes brighter when the atomic number of the elements in the TEM lamella increases (z-contrast). The Ge-rich areas were therefore brighter in these images, enabling to identify the Si and SiGe layers together with the areas where segregation occurred. At 1.81 J/cm² (Fig. 3a), the unmelted part at the bottom of the SiGe layer appeared bright and with a uniform contrast, while the darker area above showed the depletion caused by segregation. The position of the liquid/solid (l/s) interface at maximum melt depth was therefore easily detectable (black arrow in Fig. 3). That interface was then rough. Finally, the surface exhibited a brighter contrast due to the higher content of Ge displaced there upon solidification. At 2.00 J/cm² (Fig. 3b), the full melt was almost reached and the unmelted layer barely visible. At this energy density, the l/s interface appeared much smoother. Finally, Fig. 3c confirmed that, at 2.20 J/cm², the full melt was reached, with a melt depth of 45 nm, i.e. 15 nm within the initial Si substrate (cf. dashed black line). In this case, the l/s interface was also smooth.

3.1.2. Surface structures at the melt threshold

Similar STEM-HAADF observations were performed on 30 nm-thick Si_{0.6}Ge_{0.4} samples annealed with energy densities close to the melt threshold, at 1.40 and 1.60 J/cm². Fig. 4a shows one of the micrographs collected at 1.60 J/cm². Surface hillocks can be noticed. The centre of the observed area was flat, with a uniform contrast, while both sides showed hillocks with chemical contrast variations. Identical hillocks could be seen on the whole TEM cross-section and on the sample annealed with a lower energy density (1.40 J/cm²). Germanium STEM-EDX profiles were performed on the areas corresponding to the red and green squares. They are plotted as a function of depth in Fig. 4b. The green profile, with an almost constant Ge content (~40%), corresponds to the flat area in the centre. It thus corresponds to an unmelted area since no segregation occurred. In contrast, the red profile obtained on the hillock showed that the layer had melted down to almost 10 nm in this area during anneal, with significant Ge surface segregation.

For energy densities slightly above the melt threshold, melted isolated islands are formed instead of a continuous liquid layer. This annealing regime will be referred to as the “surface melt” regime. AFM images gave more insight on these structures and their evolution. 1 × 1 µm² scans are shown in Fig. 5 for energy densities between 1.32 J/cm² and 1.60 J/cm². At 1.32 J/cm², AFM scans show some hillocks (groups of aligned white dots) a few nm above the initially flat epi-layer. With increasing laser energy density, these nanostructures become wider, denser, and start to merge. At 1.60 J/cm², about 50% of the surface is covered by hillocks. The average size of hillocks is in good agreement with what was observed by cross-sectional TEM for the same
sample. The few hillocks were 70 nm wide and 6 nm high in TEM. Meanwhile, the roughly 60 structures investigated by AFM had a mean width of ~80 nm and a mean height of ~4 nm. Hence, it can be safely concluded that the nanostructures detected by AFM are those observed by TEM and that they are due to the same phenomenon: the progressive melting and covering of the surface by isolated melted islands. Complementary SP2 Haze analysis (not shown) was performed to track the evolution of the surface quality with the energy density, as already done for Si0.8Ge0.2 in a previous work [28]. It was shown that the surface quality was degraded in the surface melt regime (increase of the Haze signal). The surface became smoother for energy densities above 1.32 J/cm², (b) 1.40 J/cm², (c) 1.50 J/cm² and (d) 1.60 J/cm². The sides of the scans are parallel to the (1 1 0) directions. Hillocks appear on the surface at the melt threshold. At higher energy densities, they become denser and merge, until they fully cover the surface.

Fig. 5. 1×1 µm² AFM scans on 30 nm thick Si0.6Ge0.4 samples annealed at (a) 1.32 J/cm², (b) 1.40 J/cm², (c) 1.50 J/cm² and (d) 1.60 J/cm². The sides of the scans are parallel to the (1 1 0) directions. Hillocks appear on the surface at the melt threshold. At higher energy densities, they become denser and merge, until they fully cover the surface.

Similar surface structures have already been observed at the early stages of melting induced by NLA of Si and Ge [32,33] or millisecond Flash Lamp Annealing of Si, Ge and SiC [34–36]. Similarly to our case, these structures have also been interpreted as the consequence of a local melt of the material at the beginning of the melting process. However, it is important to note that, in previous works, the occurrence of local surface melt was indirectly inferred from time-resolved ellipsometry [33] or transient diffraction measurements [32] recorded during the anneal. In contrast, thanks to the Ge segregation mechanism occurring during the re-solidification of SiGe layers, our results (cf. Fig. 4) provide a direct evidence that the melting process starts with the formation of isolated liquid islands.

As for the origin of the observed local melting, this is most probably due to the nucleation occurring during the first-order solid–liquid phase transition [34], although laser radiation variability has also been proposed as a possible explanation [33]. In addition, it is known that the free surface may provide sites for heterogeneous nucleation to occur, allowing surface melt nucleation at temperatures lower than the melting temperature of the bulk solid [37]. However, the detailed determination of the surface melting process (still under debate [38]) is beyond the scope of this paper.

In summary, four laser annealing regimes were identified for the 30 nm-thick Si0.6Ge0.4 test structure, starting with the “sub-melt” in which the layer was heated but remained unchanged. Just above the melt threshold, from 1.35 J/cm² to 1.78 J/cm², a “surface melt” regime was identified, with the formation of isolated melted islands. The regimes which followed were the “partial melt” where the whole surface melted, resulting in the formation of a continuous liquid layer progressing towards the SiGe/Si interface when increasing the laser energy density, and finally, the “full melt”, where the SiGe layer and part of the substrate were melted. The full melt threshold was found to be between 2.00 and 2.20 J/cm².

3.1.3. Germanium impact on regime determination

These regimes were investigated for all Ge concentrations considered in this paper, starting from the melt threshold. Both in-situ TRR or SP2 Haze can be used for that purpose, since the surface roughness significantly increases in the surface melt regime. The melt thresholds measured with both methods are plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the Ge concentration. They clearly follow the same trend. The energy density necessary to reach the melt decreased as the germanium content in the epi-layer increased. This is consistent with the lower melt temperature of a Ge-rich alloy (Tmelt(Si) = 1414 °C ⇔ Tmelt(Ge) = 938 °C). It is worth noting that SP2 Haze always detected the onset of melt at a slightly lower energy density compared to TRR. This is likely due to the higher sensitivity of the SP2 Haze technique to the presence of nanostructures able to scatter light and resulting from isolated molten regions, whereas a larger melted volume is most likely necessary in order to generate a detectable TRR signal.

AFM scans have otherwise shown that the surface melt regime occurs for all Ge concentrations, including bulk silicon. This proved that the local melt was not specifically related to the presence of germanium, or to the alloy properties. 1 × 1 µm² AFM scans corresponding to the very beginning of the surface melt regime can be seen in Fig. 7, for all Ge concentrations. The sides of the scans are parallel to the (1 1 0) crystallographic directions. Shape differences are noticeable: as the Ge content increased, the structures were found to be smaller and exhibited a star-like shape rather than a square one. The observed shapes suggest that the melt and growth of the hillocks occurred preferably along the ⟨1 1 0⟩ directions rather than the ⟨1 1 0⟩ directions. This trend became more pronounced for higher Ge contents. In addition, the height and width of the hillocks decreased as the Ge content increased.

The surface covered by the hillocks (i.e. the melted surface) was inferred from 10 × 10 µm² AFM images. It is plotted for each concentration in Fig. 8a as a function of the laser energy density. There is always a rather linear increase of the covered surface as a function of energy, with a starting point shifted towards lower energy densities when increasing the Ge content. This is due to a decrease of the melting temperature for higher Ge concentrations. In addition, the energy interval between 0% and 100% surface coverage increases with the Ge content: it is equal to 0.33, 0.36, 0.40 and 0.47 J/cm² for 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of Ge. This suggests that the nucleation rate of the surface islands or their growth rate (or both) decreases with higher Ge contents.
More investigations will be necessary to clarify this point. The same measurements were performed on the \( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \) sample series, i.e. with constant Ge content (\( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \)) and different layer thicknesses. The laser energy density melt threshold was slightly reduced when increasing the layer thickness. This was likely due to the lower thermal conductivity of SiGe compared to Si. The evolution of the three samples was otherwise very similar, as shown in Fig. 8b. It thus seems that the layer thickness has a small impact on the onset of the surface melt regime.

Chemical profiles were obtained by STEM-EDX or SIMS for both samples series (i.e. \( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \) series). The Ge depth profiles are not shown here, as their shapes are very similar to the ones shown in Fig. 2 (those associated with the 30 nm thick \( \text{Si}_{0.8}\text{Ge}_{0.2} \) and \( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \) samples were reported in previous papers [28,39]. For energy densities corresponding to the early stages of the surface melt regime (i.e. with a very low percentage of melted surface), SIMS measurements were not able to detect any traces of Ge segregation, the overall signal being dominated by the much larger unmelted surface. In all other cases, Ge segregation was detected and confirmed the accumulation of high Ge concentrations at the surface. Finally, the transition from partial melt to full melt was detected between 2.00 and 2.20 J/cm\(^2\) in all samples. The regimes evidenced and the corresponding energy densities for the transition from one regime to the next are summarised in Fig. 9. Each column in it corresponds to a given sample (i.e. a thickness-concentration pair), while each colour corresponds to a given annealing regime. On the left are presented results for the “30 nm” sample series (including the reference \( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \) bulk Si), while results from the \( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \) series are presented on the right. It should be noted that two nominally identical samples are present in both series (i.e. 30 nm-thick \( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \)), with slightly different results. This is due to the small difference in pulse duration used when annealing the two sample series (145 ns for the “30 nm” series, 160 ns for the \( \text{Si}_{0.7}\text{Ge}_{0.3} \) series).

### 3.2. Strain relaxation

In addition to the evolution of the surface roughness and Ge depth distribution as a function of the laser anneal conditions, we also explored the evolution of the compressive strain in the same \( \text{Si}_{1-x}\text{Ge}_x \) layers for each annealing regime. Similarly to the approach followed in...
where $a_{\text{SiGe}}$ is the in plane lattice parameter of strained SiGe, $a_\text{Si}$ is the lattice parameter of relaxed SiGe and $a_\text{Si}$ the lattice parameter of relaxed Si ($a_\text{Si} = 5.43105$ Å). Results are summarised in Fig. 10 where the degree of relaxation is plotted as a function of the laser energy density (Fig. 10a) while RSMs from selected samples are presented in Fig. 10b–d. Dark Field (DF) TEM micrographs from samples annealed at energies from 1.60 J/cm² to 2.20 J/cm² are presented in Fig. 11. Two diffracting vectors were used for each sample: $g = [0 0 4]$ (Fig. 11a to 11d) and $g = [2 2 0]$ (Fig. 11e–h).

As-grown samples were as expected pseudomorphic. They remained so after annealing in the sub-melt regime (cf. Fig. 10b).

Partial relaxation occurred for samples in the surface melt regime, with a degree of relaxation that increased with the laser energy density, i.e. from 10% at 1.35 J/cm² up to 26% at 1.60 J/cm² (cf. Fig. 10c). DF-TEM micrographs from the sample annealed at 1.60 J/cm² (cf. Fig. 11a and e) showed defects over the whole thickness, even at depths that did not melt during the laser anneal. The defects observed consisted mostly of (1 1 1) Stacking Faults (SFs) located beneath the melted islands. Some misfit dislocations (MDs) parallel to the SiGe interface were also occasionally observed.

The partial melt regime gave dissimilar results: for a laser energy density of 1.81 J/cm², the layer was found to be totally relaxed. The corresponding TEM images (Fig. 11b and f) confirm this result, by showing an increased density of defects, including both SFs and MDs, the latter being more effective in relieving elastic strain [40]. In contrast, at 2.00 J/cm² (i.e. at the threshold between the partial and the full melt regime), the annealing process resulted in a bilayer made of a fully strained part and a partially relaxed part (with $R \approx 22\%$, cf. Fig. 10a and d). Indeed, the corresponding TEM images (cf. Fig. 11c and g) show that, in this case, the defect band (related to relaxation) is confined within a surface layer ~15 nm thick, while the underlying layer, down to the SiGe/Si interface, is defect free and therefore the fully strained region detected by XRD.

Finally, a similar result was obtained for the sample annealed in the full melt regime (2.20 J/cm²). A bilayer was also observed by XRD in that case (not shown here), even though the degree of relaxation of the partially relaxed layer could not be measured due to the low intensity of the XRD signal. Again, the dark-field TEM micrographs from this sample confirm this result (cf. Fig. 11d and h), by showing that the lower part of the SiGe layer exhibited no defects, while the defective region was confined within the first 15 nm below the surface.

These results can be qualitatively explained by considering the impact the liquid/solid interface roughness has on the solidification mechanism, similarly to what is observed during the Low Temperature Solid Phase Epitaxial Regrowth (LT-SPER) of amorphised SiGe/Si epi-layers. For amorphous layers obtained by Ion Implantation and extending beyond the SiGe layer into the Si substrate [41,42], it was found that, during recrystallization, the initially flat amorphous/crystalline (a/c) interface progressively transformed into a faceted one (along (1 1 1) planes) when it moved through the SiGe layer, with a roughness that increased proportionally to the Ge content. In turn, the interface roughness favours the formation of strain relieving defects (including SFs and MDs), provided the elastic energy stored in the layer exceeds a critical value [43]. For SiGe layers obtained by ion beam synthesis (i.e. high dose Ge⁺ ion implantation), the critical elastic energy value for strain relaxation was estimated at ~300 mJ/m² [44]. In contrast to such “elastic energy-driven” relaxation mechanism, when the regrowth started inside the SiGe layer, extended defects were formed in the whole regrown layer, regardless of the Ge content, eventually leading to some strain relaxation [45].

SiGe NLA investigated here shares some similarities with the regrowth mechanism controlling the LT-SPER of amorphised SiGe. Indeed, we could identify several samples in which solidification started inside the SiGe layer and resulted in the formation of strain relieving extended defects throughout the whole SiGe layer, independently of the Ge content, including the Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ samples annealed at 1.60 J/cm² (cf. 3.2.1. Relaxation of the 30 nm-thick Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ structure

Reciprocal Space Maps (RSM) around the (2 2 4) diffraction order were used to obtain macroscopic degrees of strain relaxation $R$ for all annealing regimes in Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ samples.

$$R = \frac{a_{\text{SiGe}} - a_\text{Si}}{a_{\text{SiGe}} - a_\text{Si}}$$

Fig. 10. Evolution of the macroscopic degree of relaxation as a function of the laser energy density for 30 nm-thick Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ layers (a). These datas were obtained from (2 2 4) XRD RSM such as the ones shown in (b–d). The RSM presented here correspond to Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ layers after annealing at 1.20 J/cm² (d), 1.60 J/cm² (c) and 2.00 J/cm² (d). At 1.20 J/cm², the RSM is identical to the reference RSM and correspond to a strained sample. At 1.60 J/cm², the SiGe peak shifts towards lower Qₓ (and therefore higher in-plane lattice parameter than that of bulk Si), indicating partial relaxation. At 2.00 J/cm², two peaks can be observed: a partially relaxed contribution and a strained contribution.
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It is therefore not surprising that strain relaxation was observed in these samples. In the following section, relaxation measurements will be presented for the different samples and results discussed in terms of elastic energy stored.

3.2.2. Impact of Ge concentration and/or thickness 

Strain relaxation measurements were performed in the same manner for all layers. The results for the “30 nm” series (different initial Ge concentrations) are shown in Fig. 13a while those related to the “Si₀.₇Ge₀.₃” series (different layer thicknesses) are plotted in Fig. 13b.

As-grown samples were as expected found to be perfectly strained, as well as all samples annealed in the sub-melt regime, i.e. independently of the initial Ge content. In addition, the Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ samples (red squares in Fig. 13a) did not show any relaxation regardless of the annealing regime it underwent (surface, partial or full melt regimes), in agreement with the low level of elastic energy stored in such layers (~300 mJ/m²). It is therefore not surprising that strain relaxation was observed in these samples. In the following section, relaxation measurements will be presented for the different samples and results discussed in terms of elastic energy stored.

For Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ samples annealed at 2.00 J/cm² or 2.20 J/cm², the elastic energies stored in the regrown layers were of ~1950 mJ/m² and ~1190 mJ/m², respectively. These values are much higher than those previously determined for Ion Beam Synthesised SiGe layers (~300 mJ/m²). It is therefore not surprising that strain relaxation was observed in these samples. In the following section, relaxation measurements will be presented for the different samples and results discussed in terms of elastic energy stored.

modulus and Poisson’s ratio are all dependant on the Ge content in the sublayer, and thus on depth. They were derived from the elastic constants C₁₁ and C₁₂ [47].

For the Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ samples annealed at 2.00 J/cm² or 2.20 J/cm², the elastic energies stored in the regrown layers were of ~1950 mJ/m² and ~1190 mJ/m², respectively. These values are much higher than those previously determined for Ion Beam Synthesised SiGe layers (~300 mJ/m²). It is therefore not surprising that strain relaxation was observed in these samples. In the following section, relaxation measurements will be presented for the different samples and results discussed in terms of elastic energy stored.

3.2.2. Impact of Ge concentration and/or thickness 

Strain relaxation measurements were performed in the same manner for all layers. The results for the “30 nm” series (different initial Ge concentrations) are shown in Fig. 13a while those related to the “Si₀.₇Ge₀.₃” series (different layer thicknesses) are plotted in Fig. 13b.

As-grown samples were as expected found to be perfectly strained, as well as all samples annealed in the sub-melt regime, i.e. independently of the initial Ge content. In addition, the Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ samples (red squares in Fig. 13a) did not show any relaxation regardless of the annealing regime it underwent (surface, partial or full melt regimes), in agreement with the low level of elastic energy stored in such layers (never exceeding 130 mJ/m²).

For Si₀.₆Ge₀.₄ samples, (yellow circles in Fig. 13a), it was found that, in the surface melt regime (at 1.55 and 1.59 J/cm²), laser annealing did not cause any relaxation, although the surface had locally started to melt (with a surface coverage lower than 20%, however). For higher energy densities, at the end of the surface melt regime (1.70 and 1.80 J/
Fig. 13. Evolution of the macroscopic degree of strain relaxation as a function of laser energy density for (a) 30 nm-thick layers with Ge contents ranging from 0% to 40%, and (b) for Si$_{0.7}$Ge$_{0.3}$ layers at 20, 30 or 45 nm. Some plots exhibit two relaxation values for a given energy density: it is caused by the appearance of two SiGe peaks in the RSM. An example of such a map can be found in Fig. 10b.

Kociniewski et al. [24] were likely related to the high Ge content in the final layers. They disappeared when the Ge was diluted at higher energy densities, which reduced the stored elastic energy.

Our results clearly indicate that, when solidification starts from a flat l/s interface, the relaxation mechanism is driven by the amount of elastic energy stored in the regrown structures. For all samples with such a relaxation mechanism, we have therefore plotted the corresponding values of the elastic energy in Fig. 14. In it, solid symbols correspond to fully strained samples, whereas empty symbols indicate samples with a “bilayer” structure, i.e. a defect-free region in the lower part of the regrown layer and a defective layer at the surface, which forms when the critical elastic energy value was exceeded. The threshold for strain relaxation is around 750 mJ/m$^2$. Fully pseudomorphic regrowth will occur for SiGe/Si epilayers subjected to melt NLA only if the built-in elastic energy is lower than this threshold. While being well above the value previously determined for Ion Beam Synthesised SiGe layers (~300 mJ/m$^2$), the critical elastic energy for NLA SiGe layers is lower than the one achieved for CVD grown SiGe layers with constant Ge concentrations [29, 43]. However, NLA offers more versatility by enabling the formation of steep Ge gradients with concentration levels at the surface as high as 80% at., which are beneficial for several applications, including source/drain contact engineering.

4. Conclusion

The impact of Ultraviolet Nanosecond Laser Anneal on pseudomorphic Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$ layers with various Ge contents (from x = 0–0.4) and thicknesses (20, 30 and 45 nm) was investigated, in order to understand the impact of these parameters on the annealing regimes and on the relaxation of the initial compressive strain. Similar regimes were observed for each concentration and each thickness: the sub-melt, the surface melt, the partial melt and the full melt. There were no differences between as-grown and sub-melt samples. Locally melted islands that grew and merged with increasing laser energy densities were obtained on surface melt samples. The partial melt was reached when a
continuous liquid layer covered the surface during the laser pulse and the melt front remained in the original SiGe layer. In this regime, the melt front was rough. Finally, the full melt was reached when the melt front reached at least the initial Si/SiGe interface, with a smooth 1/s interface in that case. The Ge content influenced the regimes Layers reached the melt threshold at lower energy densities when the Ge content was higher. However, the full melt was often reached for energy densities between 2.00 and 2.20 J/cm². Germanium segregation was observed in all melt regimes, resulting in the formation of gradients and the presence of high Ge contents close to the surface. The surface Ge concentration was at its highest for energy densities corresponding to the end of partial melt/beginning of full melt.

The strain relaxation is linked to the 1/s interface roughness and to the amount of elastic energy stored in the layer. A rough melt front (in surface and partial melt regimes) facilitates defect formation, resulting in partial relaxation (~30%) for layers with low elastic energies (i.e. low Ge content and/or low thickness) and full relaxation in layers with high elastic energies. In each case, the rough interface most likely leads to defect formation, with defects crossing the whole layer evidenced by TEM. On the other hand, in layers where the laser annealing conditions led to a smooth liquid/solid interface, the relaxation is only linked to the amount of elastic energy stored in the layer. Pseudomorphic regrowth is possible for layers with low built-in elastic energies. Above a critical level, around 750 mJ/m², laser annealed SiGe growth is possible for layers with low built-in elastic energies. Above a critical level, around 750 mJ/m², laser annealed SiGe growth is possible for layers with low built-in elastic energies. Above a critical level, around 750 mJ/m², laser annealed SiGe growth is possible for layers with low built-in elastic energies.
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